[Evaluation and Development of a Weighing Chamber by Using Saturated MgCl2 Solution].
In recent years, China has suffered a lot from atmospheric particles. Many studies of particles are based on filters. As a result, the accuracy of filter weighing is of great importance. A weighing chamber (1.2 m×0.6 m×0.8 m) was developed and evaluated using saturated MgCl2 solution with a self-made flow control system to maintain constant relative humidity (RH). By evaluating the mass change of blank and aerosol-enriched filters after weighing in different RH, we selected RH of 30%-40% as the range for the proper constant RH. To reach a constant RH, 20 L·min-1 dry air was put through a RH-constant chamber with MgCl2 solution in it. Then, the RH-constant air was put continually into the weighing chamber. After the weighing chamber reached stable RH, the flow rate was adjusted to 5 L·min-1 to maintain the RH. Throughout a one-month test, the weighing chamber maintained 30.1%-34.0% RH while the outside RH changed a lot. We weighed 60 filters with this weighing chamber after equilibration for 24 hours. The standard deviation after three times' weighing was no more than 0.02 mg. compared to other methods, the RH-controlling method of this weighing chamber was simple, stable, easy to maintain, and cost effective.